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Preface

Computer graphics is one of the most exciting ways that computing has made an impact on the world. From the simple ways that spreadsheets allow you to create charts to see data, to the ways graphics has enhanced entertainment by providing new kinds of cartoons and special effect, to the ways graphics has enabled us to see and understand scientific principles, computer graphics is everywhere we turn. This important presence has come from the greatly improved graphics hardware and software that is found in current computing systems. With these advances, computer graphics has emerged from a highly technical field, needing very expensive computers and frame buffers and requiring programmers to master all the mathematics and algorithms needed to create an image. It has now become a field that allows the graphics programmer to think and work at a much higher level of modeling and to create effective images that communicate effectively with the user. We believe that the beginning computer graphics course should focus on how the student can learn to create effective communications with computer graphics, including motion and interaction, and that the more technical details of algorithms and mathematics for graphics should be saved for more advanced courses.

What is Computer Graphics?

Computer graphics is involved in any work that uses computation to create or modify images, whether those images are still or moving; interactive or fixed; on film, video, screen, or print. It can also be part of creating objects that are manufactured from the processes that also create images. This makes it a very broad field, encompassing many kinds of uses in the creative, commercial, and scientific worlds. This breadth means that there are many kinds of tools to create and manipulate images for these different areas. The large number of tools and applications means that there are many different things one could learn about computer graphics.

In this book, we do not try to cover the full scope of work that can be called computer graphics. Rather, we view computer graphics as the art and science of creating synthetic images by programming the geometry and appearance of the contents of the images, and by displaying the results of that programming on appropriate devices that support graphical output and interaction. This focus on creating images by programming means that we must learn how to think about how to represent graphical and interaction concepts in ways that can be used by the computer, which both limits and empowers the graphics programmer.

The work of the programmer is to develop appropriate representations for the geometric objects that are to make up the images, to assemble these objects into an appropriate geometric space where they can have the proper relationships with each other as needed for the image, to define and present the look of each of the objects as part of that scene, to specify how the scene is to be viewed, and to specify how the scene as viewed is to be displayed on the graphic device. The programming may be done in many ways, but in current practice it usually uses a graphics API that supports the necessary modeling and does most of the detailed work of rendering the scene that is defined through the programming. There are a number of graphics APIs available, but the OpenGL API is probably most commonly used currently.
In addition to the creation of the modeling, viewing, and look of the scene, the programmer has two other important tasks. Because a static image does not present as much information as a moving image, the programmer may want to design some motion into the scene, that is, may want to define some animation for the image. And because the programmer may want the user to have the opportunity to control the nature of the image or the way the image is seen, the programmer may want to design ways for the user to interact with the scene as it is presented. These additional tasks are also supported by the graphics API.

**What is a Graphics API?**

An API is an *Application Programming Interface*—a set of tools that allow a programmer to work in an application area. The API’s tools are oriented to the tasks of the application area, and allow a programmer to design applications using the concepts of the area without having to deal with the details of the computer system. Among the advantages of an API is that it hides the details of any one computer system and allows the programmer to develop applications that will work on any of a wide range of systems. Thus a **graphics API** is a set of tools that allow a programmer to write applications that include the use of interactive computer graphics without dealing with system details for tasks such as window handling and interactions.

Besides covering the basic ideas of interactive computer graphics, this book will introduce you to the OpenGL graphics API and to give you a number of examples that will help you understand the capabilities that OpenGL provides and will allow you to learn how to integrate graphics programming into your other work.

**Why do Computer Graphics?**

Computer graphics has many faces, so there are many reasons why one might want to use computer graphics in his or her work. Many of the most visible uses of computer graphics are to create images for the sciences (scientific visualization, explanations to the public), entertainment (movies, video games, special effects), for creative or aesthetic work (art, interactive installations), for commercial purposes (advertising, communication, product design), or for general communication (animated weather displays, information graphics). The processes described in this book are all fundamental to each of these applications, although some of the applications will want the kinds of sophistication or realism in images that are not possible through simple API programming.

In all of these application areas, and more, there is a fundamental role for computer graphics in solving problems. Problem solving is a basic process in all human activity, so computer graphics can play a fundamental role in almost any area, as shown in Figure 1. This figure describes what occurs as someone:
- identifies a problem
- addresses the problem by building a model that represents it and allows it to be considered more abstractly
- identifies a way to represent the problem geometrically
- creates an image from that geometry so that the problem can be seen visually
uses the image to understand the problem or the model and to try to understand a possible solution.

Figure 1: Computer graphics in the problem-solving process

The image that represents a problem can be made in many ways. One of the classical uses of images in problem solving is simply to sketch an image—a diagram or picture—to communicate the problem to a colleague so it can be discussed informally. (In the sciences, it is assumed that restaurants are not happy to see a group of scientists or mathematicians come to dinner because they write diagrams on the tablecloth!) But an image can also be made with computer graphics, and this is especially useful when it is important to share the idea to a larger audience. If the model permits it, this image may be an animation or an interactive display so that the problem can be examined more generally than a single image would permit. That image, then, can be used by the problem-solver or the audience to gain a deeper understanding of the model and hence of the problem, and the problem can be refined iteratively and a more sophisticated model created, and the process can continue.

This process is the basis for all of the discussions in a later chapter on graphical problem solving in the sciences, but it may be applied to more general application areas. In allowing us to bring the visual parts of our brain and our intelligence to a problem, it gives us a powerful tool to think about the world. In the words of Mike Bailey of the San Diego Supercomputer Center, computer graphics gives us a “brain wrench” that magnifies the power of our mind, just as a physical wrench magnifies the power of our hands.

Overview of the Book

This book is a textbook for a beginning computer graphics course for students who have a good programming background, equivalent to a full year of programming courses. We use C as the programming language in our examples because it is the most common language for developing applications with OpenGL. The book can be used by students with no previous computer graphics experience and less mathematics and advanced computer science studies than the traditional computer graphics course. Because we focus on graphics programming rather than algorithms and techniques, we have fewer instances of data structures and other computer science techniques. This means that this text can be used for a computer graphics course that can be taken earlier in a student’s computer science studies than the traditional graphics course, or for self-study by anyone with a sound programming background. In particular, this book can be used as a text for a computer graphics course at the community college level.
Many, if not most, of the examples in this book are taken from sources in the sciences, and we include a chapter that discusses several kinds of scientific and mathematical applications of computer graphics. This emphasis makes this book appropriate for courses in computational science or in computer science programs that want to develop ties with other programs on campus, particularly programs that want to provide science students with a background that will support development of computational science or scientific visualization work. It is tempting to use the word “visualization” somewhere in the title of this book, but we would reserve that word for material that is primarily focused on the science with only a sidelight on the graphics; because we reverse that emphasis, the role of scientific visualization is in the application of the computer graphics.

The book is organized along fairly traditional lines, treating projection, viewing, modeling, rendering, lighting, shading, and many other aspects of the field. It also includes an emphasis on using computer graphics to address real problems and to communicate results effectively to the viewer. As we move through this material, we describe some general principles in computer graphics and show how the OpenGL API provides the graphics programming tools that implement these principles. We do not spend time describing in depth the algorithms behind the techniques or the way the techniques are implemented; your instructor will provide these if he or she finds it necessary. Instead, the book focuses on describing the concepts behind the graphics and on using a graphics API (application programming interface) to carry out graphics operations and create images.

We have tried to match the sequence of chapters in the book to the sequence we would expect to be used in a beginning computer graphics course, and in some cases the presentation of one module will depend on your knowing the content of an earlier chapter. However, in other cases it will not be critical that earlier chapters have been covered. It should be pretty obvious if other chapters are assumed, and we may make that assumption explicit in some modules.

The book focuses on computer graphics programming with a graphics API, and in particular uses the OpenGL API to implement the basic concepts that it presents. Each chapter includes a general discussion of a topic in graphics as well as a discussion of the way the topic is handled in OpenGL. However, another graphics API might also be used, with the OpenGL discussion serving as an example of the way an API could work. Many of the fundamental algorithms and techniques that are at the root of computer graphics are covered only at the level they are needed to understand questions of graphics programming. This differs from most computer graphics textbooks that place a great deal of emphasis on understanding these algorithms and techniques. We recognize the importance of these for persons who want to develop a deep knowledge of the subject and suggest that a second graphics course can provide that knowledge. We believe that the experience provided by API-based graphics programming will help you understand the importance of these algorithms and techniques as they are developed and will equip you to work with them more fluently than if you met them with no previous background.

This book includes several features that are not found in most beginning textbooks. These features support a course that fits the current programming practice in computer graphics. The discussions in this book will focus on 3D graphics and will almost completely omit uniquely 2D
techniques. It has been traditional for computer graphics courses to start with 2D graphics and move up to 3D because some of the algorithms and techniques have been easier to grasp at the 2D level, but without that concern it is easier to begin by covering 3D concepts and discuss 2D graphics as the special case where all the modeling happens in the X-Y plane.

Modeling is a very fundamental topic in computer graphics, and there are many different ways that one can model objects for graphical display. This book uses the standard beginning approach of focusing on polygon-based modeling because that approach is supported by OpenGL and most other graphics APIs. The discussion on modeling in this book places an important emphasis on the scene graph as a fundamental tool in organizing the work needed to create a graphics scene. The concept of the scene graph allows the student to design the transformations, geometry, and appearance of a number of complex components in a way that they can be implemented quite readily in code, even if the graphics API itself does not support the scene graph directly. This is particularly important for hierarchical modeling, but it also provides a unified design approach to modeling and has some very useful applications for placing the eye point in the scene and for managing motion and animation.

A key feature of this book is an emphasis on using computer graphics to create effective visual communication. This recognizes the key role that computer graphics has taken in developing an understanding of complex problems and in communicating this understanding to others, from small groups of working scientists to the general public. This emphasis is usually missing from computer graphics textbooks, although we expect that most instructors include this somehow in their courses. The discussion of effective communication is integrated throughout several of the basic chapters in the book, because it is an important consideration in graphics modeling, viewing, color, and interaction. We believe that a systematic discussion of this subject will help prepare students for more effective use of computer graphics in their future professional lives, whether this is in technical areas in computing or is in areas where there are significant applications of computer graphics.

This book also places a good deal of emphasis on creating interactive displays. Most computer graphics textbooks cover interaction and the creation of interactive graphics. Historically this was a difficult area to implement because it involved writing or using specialized device drivers, but with the growing importance of OpenGL and other graphics APIs this area has become much more common. Because we are concerned with effective communication, we believe it is critically important to understand the role of interaction in communicating information with graphics. Our discussion of interaction includes a general treatment of event-driven programming and covers the events and callbacks used in OpenGL, but it also discusses the role of interaction in creating effective communications. This views interaction in the context of the task that is to be supported, not just the technology being studied, and thus integrates it into the overall context of the book.

This book’s approach, discussing computer graphics principles without covering the details of the algorithms and mathematics that implement them, differs from most computer graphics textbooks that place a much larger emphasis on understanding these graphics algorithms and techniques. We recognize the importance of these ideas for persons who want to develop a deep knowledge of the subject and suggest that a second graphics course can provide that knowledge.
We believe that the experience provided by API-based graphics programming will help the student understand the importance of these algorithms and techniques as they are developed and will equip someone to work with them more fluently than if they were covered with no previous computer graphics background.